Abstract: All recent MEDLINE documents are indexed by Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Computing semantic similarity between two MeSH headings as well as two documents has become very important for many biomedical text mining applications. We develop an R package, MeSHSim, which can compute nine similarity measures between MeSH nodes, by which similarity between MeSH Headings as well as MEDLINE documents can be computed. In addition, MeSHSim supports querying hierarchy information of a MeSH heading and retrieving MeSH headings of a query document. It can be easily integrated into pipelines for any biomedical text analysis tasks. MeSHSim is released under GPL(General Public License), and available through Bioconductor and from Github at https://github.com/JingZhou2015/MeSHSim
Introduction
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) is a vocabulary thesaurus, being controlled by National Library of Medicine to index MEDLINE documents. MeSH consists of a set of description terms, which are organized in a hierarchical structure (called MeSH trees), where more general terms appear at nodes closer to the root and more specific terms appear at nodes closer to leaves [1] . Each MEDLINE document is manually annotated with a set of (usually 10-15) MeSH headings, including around three to five major headings, representing main topics of the corresponding document. Computing semantic similarities between two MeSH headings as well as two documents (one document having a set of MeSH headings) has been proved very useful to improve the performance of many biomedical text mining tasks, such as retrieval [2, 3] , indexing [4] and clustering [5, 6] . As such, MeSH semantic similarity is widely used, but there have been no available tools for computing similarity between MeSH headings and also MEDLINE documents, except an online tool THE MESH SIMILARI-TY (http://sce.uhcl.edu/biomedsim/). This tool (last updated in 2011) cannot be used for computing similarity between two documents. Importantly, this is a web server, which cannot be a building block of a text mining software on MED-LINE documents. In this light, we provide an R package, MeSHSim, to compute semantic similarity among MeSH headings and also MEDLINE documents. MeSHSim can be easily integrated into biomedical text mining applications, which will be built by users.
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Implementation
Many measures of semantic similarity for MeSH with a variety of interesting properties have been proposed. Generally we can divide these approaches into two types: pathbased and information content (IC)-based measures. In our package we implement five path-based and four IC-based similarity measures.
Path-based Similarity Measure
This kind of measurement is based on spread activation theory proposed by [7] , which assumes that the hierarchy of heading is organized along the lines of semantic similarity. The path-based measure computes the similarity as a function of the length of the path linking two headings.
SP: Shortest Path [8]
This measure is designed to find the gap between the local path length and the maximum path length, and use it as the semantic score.
where MAX is the maximum path length between two headings in the hierarchy, L is the shortest path between two headings.
WL: Weighted Links [9]
It extended the Shortest Path measure by introducing the weighted edges in counting the path length.
where W MAX = max i,j W L ij is the maximum weighted path length, and
Proceedings of the 34th Chinese Control Conference July 28-30, 2015, Hangzhou, China where H k is the depth of node k in the hierarchy 2.1.3 WP: headingual similarity [10] This measure is designed to find the nearest common ancestor of the two headings. The path length from this ancestor heading to the root of the ontology is scaled by the sum of path length of the two headings.
where c is the nearest common ancestor of the two headings.
LC: Leacock and Chodorow [11]
This measure is to scale the shortest path by twice the maximum depth of the hierarchy.
where D is the maximum depth of the heading.
Li: Li et al [12]
The measure combines the shortest path and the depth of the closest common ancestor in a non-linear function.
e βH + e −βH (6) where α and β are parameters scaling the contribution of shortest path length and depth respectively. H is the minimum depth of the nearest common ancestor
Information-Content based Similarity Measure
The IC-based measure uses a corpus, i.e. a collection of documents, with MeSH trees. That is, IC of MeSH heading c, i.e. I(c), can be computed as
, freq(c) is the number of appearances of c in a given corpus and N is the number of documents in a given corpus.
Lord: Lord [13]
The first way to compare two headings is by using a measure that simply uses the probability of nearest common ancestor.
Sim
where c is the nearest common ancestor of heading c 1 and c 2 .
Resnik: Resnik [14]
This measure signifies that the more information two headings share in common, the more similar they are.
Lin: Lin [15]
This measure is the same as WP, except that the information content is used, instead of node depth.
JC: Jiang and Conrath [16]
The measure defined a distance function as follows,
We use an exponential function to transform the distance into a similarity with constant λ. A large λ will yield a high similarity value even for weakly related headings.
Semantic Similarity between MeSH Headings
As not all of the MeSH headings are represented by only one tree node, two frameworks have been proposed to compute the semantic similarity between two MeSH headings: node-based framework first proposed by [5] and headingbased framework.
Node-based Framework
Node-based framework uses the Average Maximum Match(AMM) method proposed by [17] . Considering a general case in which each MeSH main heading has one or multiple tree nodes, for each MeSH nodes v in main heading M , the maximum similarity between v and any MeSH nodes in M is used to represent its contribution to the similarity between M and M :
where |M | indicates the number of MeSH node in M .
Heading-based Framework
Heading-based framework treat each MeSH main heading as a basic computational element, however many headings could be mapped to not a single position on the tree structure; so when projected to the tree structure, there might be several position-position relationship for a MeSH heading pair and we can calculate several candidate similarity scores. Typically, the heading-based similarity is computed by a simpler idea given as follows [4] :
2.4 Similarity between Two Documents (MeSH Heading Sets) As each MEDLINE article is marked by a set of MeSH headings, the similarity between two documents can be measured by the similarity between two MeSH heading sets, which relate to the two documents. Given two documents, D and D , the similarity between two MeSH headings can be calculated by again the AMM as follows:
where |D| indicates the number of headings in document D.
Required packages
MeSHSim needs three R packages: bitops, XML and RCurl, where bitops, used by RCurl, supports bitwise operations of integer vectors, XML supports reading XML documents and RCurl [18] is to fetch document information from PubMed. They are freely available at CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network). Table 1 shows nine functions implemented in MeSHSim. The first four functions compute pairwise similarities, which takes a value between zero and one, higher values being more similar. For example, nodeSim (the default parameter of "method" is SP, standing for Shortest Path), headingSim and headingSetSim (the default parameter of "frame" is "node", standing for node-based framework) are executed as follows:
> nodeSim("C01.252.400","C01.539.757",method="SP") [1] 0.8 > headingSim("Hip","Hand",method="WL",frame="node") [1] 0.763113 > sa<-c("Body Regions", "Abdominal Cavity") > sb<-c("Lumbosacral Region", "Body Regions") > headingSetSim(sa, sb, method="JC", frame="node") [1] 0.666128 docSim shows the similarity between two documents (P-MID). The rest three functions show information on queries. nodeInfo and termInfo are to query MeSH tree information of a given MeSH node and MeSH heading, respectively. The default setting of "brief" is "TRUE", which is to retrieve the whole MeSH tree information including the path to root node and all the child nodes of the given MeSH node or heading. docInfo outputs the title, abstract and MeSH headings of a query document, while the default setting of "verbose" is "TRUE" that is to output all MeSH heading without the title and abstract. Also "major" can be set at "TRUE" to output major MeSH headings only. 
Application on Biomedical Document Clustering
As each MEDLINE document corresponds to an MeSH heading set, it has been demonstrated that MeSH plays a critical role in MEDLINE document clustering as one of the most informative field [19, 20] . Here, by integrating MeSH semantic similarity into MEDLINE documents clustering, we demonstrated a typical application of the MeSHSim. We choose two popular methods to incorporate MeSH semantic similarity. One of them is proposed by [5] using linear combination (LCM), the other one, called Semi-supervised Normalized Cut (SSNCut) [6] .
In the LCM, we first normalize content similarity matrix S con of MEDLINE documents as S con nor , and semantic similarity matrix S sem of MeSH headings of articles as S sem nor , which calculated by function headingSetSim or docSim in the MeSHSim package. Besides, the contents (title and abstract) of documents can be retrieved by function docInfo. Then, we combine the similarity matrixes linearly by using weight as follows, (15) where S LCM is the integrated similarity matrix over which we cluster documents using Normalized Cut (NCut).
In the SSNCut, it has been demonstrated that MeSH semantic similarity can improve performance of MEDLINE documents clustering using semi-supervised learning, which takes advantage of a small amount of prior knowledge to guide clustering process and boost clustering performance.
SSNCut consists of the following four steps. (1) Using function docSim or headingSetSim to calculate the MeSH semantic similarity Sim
(2) Using cut-off trick on Sim sem to generate prior constraints for semi-supervised clustering algorithm. For simplicity, we denote ML as must-link set and CL as cannot-link set. (3) Calculate content similarity Sim
(4) Perform semi-supervised clustering using SSCNut over S con , ML and CL.
Data set
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the MeSHSim, we collected and generated a MEDLINE document data set TREC2005 extracted from TREC genomics track 2005. The organisation provides 50 topics to query relevant documents from the TREC Genomics 2005 corpus containing 4,591,008 documents [21] . In our experiments, we regard these 50 topics as true clusters of relevant documents. Then, we remove the topics having only nine or fewer documents to avoid very small clusters, and further remove documents that are relevant to more than one topic. We then obtain a basic data set of 2,317 documents in 24 topics.
Evaluation criteria
To evaluate clustering performance, we choose the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) which is a popular and well-accepted criteria in clustering domain. Since there are multiple version of NMI, we use the squared version proposed by [22] defined as follows,
where P and C are the predicted labels and true labels, respectively. I(P ; C) = H(P ) − H(P |C) is the mutual information between P and C. H(.) stands for entropy. Table 3 shows the clustering results using the SSNCut. The last four columns list results combining MeSH similarity. The percentage numbers are the ratio of generated constraints using cut-off trick. For example, SSNCut 1% means http://ir.ohsu.edu/genomics the pairs of documents, whose MeSH similarities are within top 1%, are connected with must-links, while those within bottom 1% are used to generate cannot-links. Note that we use the "JC" method and "node" based framework in the function headingSetSim to calculate MeSH-based similarities over MEDLINE articles.
Results
As shown in the Table 3 , the SSNCut outperforms NCut at all the four percentages of constraints. For instance, the NMI of SSNCut is boosted to 0.8671 at least, and 0.8770 at most, while the NMI of NCut is only 0.8022. Thus, we can see that our MeSHSim package is able to provide convenience for researchers to do MEDLINE documents clustering.
Conclusion
The measures of the semantic similarities for MeSH ontology facilitate users to compare MEDLINE documents, and therefore have became an significant prior knowledge in many text mining approaches in biomedical domain. The MeSHSim package implemented nine typical MeSH ontology-based semantic similarity measures in the powerful R system. Compared with the few existing related tools, like the online server THE MESH SIMILARITY, the MeSHSim can be easily integrated into pipelines for other biomedical text analysis task to improve their performance, such as information retrieval, biomedical document clustering and citation searching process. Other utilities, such as functions for querying MeSH heading information and retrieving MEDLINE documents, should offer a straightforward way to study MeSH tree and MEDLINE documents.
